
Simulating morphological change

I have developed an artificial-intelligence computational model in which language change can be sim-
ulated. It is assumed that language starts out as a vocabulary with words for actions and objects
only (a so-called “protolanguage”; cf. Bickerton 1981, Jackendoff 2002). Agents talk about events in
their immediate surroundings (using Steels’ 1997 “language game” setup). Depending on the number
of distractor events that are simultaneously ongoing, agents have to be more or less specific when
selecting referential terms (à la Grice 1975). And depending on the degree to which the hearer’s world
knowledge is estimated to predict the event to be described, additional role marking may be used to
make sure the role distribution of the event participants can be understood properly (Lestrade 2010).
In addition to such communicative considerations, frequency and recency of usage play a role in word
selection, for both referential items and role markers.

As an important goal of the model is to show that much of language structure emerges sponta-
neously (Smith and Kirby 2008; Christiansen and Chater 2008), only very general cognitive principles
are implemented, such as a desire for communicative success, shared attention, recognition of com-
municative intention, and desire for economic expressions (cf. Tomasello 2003, Arbib 2015). In the
absence of a grammar, agents use proto-principles to communicate about their world, e.g. assuming
that things that stand together belong together (cf. Givon 1995 and Jackendoff 2002).

Living in a computer, the world and meaning representation of the agents is necessarily different
from ours. Nevertheless, meaning representation should be sufficiently valid for generalization to
natural language, at least for present purposes: According to Wierzbicka (1996; cf. also Gärdenfors
2000, Katz and Fodor 1963, Guiraud 1968), natural-language concepts can be decomposed into meaning
primitives such a concrete, human, male, etc. Abstracting away from the quality of the dimensions
that organize our mental lexicon, this can be modeled as a list of randomly generated forms with values
on a number of numerical meaning dimensions (their ”vector representations”).

Initially word selection involves semantically motivated and fully specified lexical items only. Over
time, however, words can desemanticize and erode as a result of frequent usage (Heine and Kuteva
2007). Desemanticization involves the progressive removal of the meaning dimension of a marker that
corresponds to the dimension at which most variation is attested among the objects it has been used
for (Bybee 2010); erosion results from sloppy pronunciation and subsequent “wrong learning” (Nettle
1999, Jurafsky et al. 2001). Thus, morphological markers may develop (maximally short forms with
maximally general meanings), both for pronominal reference and role marking.

Using my computational model, the development, stability and learnability of different types of
morphology can be studied (the pronominal paradigm, for example, turns out to be much less stable
than role marking under the present assumptions). The goal of this talk is to discuss the possibilities
of such simulations, and learn about phenomena that should be implemented.
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